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0 of 0 review helpful Social Symbols A Way to Read Literature By Geoff The Political Unconscious is a challenging 
book to read but worth the effort Jameson s mantra is always historicise and his thesis is that all good authors have 
something of their own historical context in their writings This may be conscious but is not necessarily so and we may 
use Freudian techniques to discern the social symbols that betray Fredric Jameson in The Political Unconscious 
opposes the view that literary creation can take place in isolation from its political context He asserts the priority of the 
political interpretation of literary texts claiming it to be at the center of all reading and understanding not just a 
supplement or auxiliary to other methods current today Jameson supports his thesis by looking closely at the nature of 
interpretation Our understanding he says A major work of critical theory The Political Unconscious integrates and 
refines a vast body of theoretical work demonstrating a superb mastery of the field of contemporary criticism The 
result is a compelling forceful argu 
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